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 THE MYCENAEAN PALATIAL ECONOMY: MAKING THE MOST OF
 THE GAPS IN THE EVIDENCE1

 It has long been recognised that the Linear B archives from the Mycenaean
 palaces of Late Bronze Age Greece document 'a massive redistributive operation,
 in which all personnel and all activities, all movements of both persons and goods
 . . . were administratively fixed'.2 Goods, land and services were transferred
 within the extensive territory of each palace without the equivalences of value
 between commodities which are a prerequisite of market exchange.3 The transac-
 tions recorded in the Linear B archives are thus unambiguously 'redistributive',
 an Aegean variant of a form of exchange widespread in the ancient civilisations,
 and as such have attracted the interest both of economic historians4 and of

 prehistorians concerned with the development of complex society.5 The term
 'redistribution' embraces a range of possible forms, however, and in the case of
 the Mycenaean palaces poses a number of questions.

 Redistribution : the problems

 1. Type of redistribution6

 At one extreme, the palaces may have collected produce or skills from particular
 localities or persons and literally redistributed or 'pooled' these among other
 localities or persons.7 At the other extreme, palatial redistribution may simply
 have served to 'mobilise' resources for consumption by the elite and their
 servants.8 Mobilisation economies may also provide some services to the subordi-
 nate population,9 however, and the pooling of local surpluses and deficits (rather
 than local specialisations) has been emphasised as one possible function of
 palatial redistribution in Greece.10 In other words, palatial redistribution may
 have combined pooling and mobilisation.

 2. Currency

 It has been argued that the Mycenaean palaces practised an extreme form of
 'staple finance': each commodity was separately collected and redistributed, with
 no evidence that obligations in one commodity could be paid in another. This
 contrasted with Alalakh, where conversion between commodities was possible,
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 58 PAUL HALSTEAD

 though not between the staple and prestige/silver spheres of exchange, and with
 ancient Mesopotamia, where even grain and silver could be exchanged.11 Conver-
 tibility between bulky staples and low-volume, high-value prestige goods may
 have enabled early states to mobilise staple resources from large territories by
 'wealth finance'.12 The possibility of a similar use of prestige goods by the
 Mycenaean palaces must also be considered: despite the general absence of overt
 equivalences of value between commodities in the Linear B archives, there is
 possible indirect evidence of such equivalences13 and there are rare references to
 'buying'.14 The existence of separate staple and prestige spheres of exchange in
 other cultures is also a complex and problematic issue.15

 3. Scope

 One critical issue which the Linear B archives do not directly resolve is the extent
 to which the palaces controlled and recorded all economic activity within their
 territories.16 If the palaces exercised only partial control, which aspects of the
 economy or which parts of their territories were not centrally directed? And was
 this independent economic activity conducted on the basis of reciprocity, or
 through a series of local redistributive systems, or did it constitute a separate
 sphere of market exchange as has been suggested for other ancient civilisations.17

 4. Mobilisation and production of surplus

 In the case of Bronze Age Greece, it has been tacitly assumed by some authors
 that the surplus which supported the palaces was raised indirectly as some sort of
 levy on the agricultural produce of the subject population.18 On the other hand, it
 has been argued that early states were often directly financed from the produce of
 large estates owned by the elite.19 Furthermore, although considerable quantities
 of staple resources can be mobilised by collating and redeploying the 'normal
 surplus' regularly accrued by individual households as a safeguard against
 subsistence failure,20 it is usually assumed that the palaces were supported by
 additional production.21 Additional production has in turn been accounted for in
 terms of agricultural innovation (e.g. introduction of the olive and vine)22 or
 intensification (of capital, land or labour).23 The direct production of surplus on
 large elite estates, on the other hand, may have entailed the adoption of more
 extensive rather than intensive husbandry practices.24

 This paper attempts to resolve some of these problems. The argument is
 developed in three stages: first by reviewing the archival evidence, secondly by
 considering the archaeological evidence and the contradictions between this and
 the archival record, and thirdly by using analogy with present-day rural economy
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 THE MYCENAEAN PALATIAL ECONOMY 59

 to explore some apparent lacunae in both the foregoing data sets. For the purpose
 of this exercise, two simplifying assumptions are made: first that, despite
 differences in developmental history, the Mycenaean palaces of Late Bronze Age
 Crete and mainland Greece were basically similar institutions; secondly that the
 Linear B archives, though largely derived from a single year at each palace, are
 broadly representative of the Mycenaean palatial period as a whole. In addition,
 it is acknowledged that 'gaps' in the archival record, and contradictions between
 the archival and archaeological evidence, do not necessarily reflect partial
 preservation or imperfect interpretation, but may be an indication of the different
 and partial scope of each type of evidence.25

 Archival evidence

 The Linear B archives, comprising inventories of palatial resources (in goods,
 land and personnel) and records of the movement of these resources to, from and
 within the palatial system,26 document four principal types of transaction.

 1. Taxation

 The palaces levied 'taxes' in a range of (mostly) non-staple commodities - spices,
 dye plants, hides, wood, flax, olive oil, honey and perhaps metals and plain
 cloth.27 Some labour services may have been exacted on the same basis.28 The
 absolute tax assessment for individual districts was variable, but the relative
 proportions of contributions in different commodities were fixed29 and the
 taxation records provide no evidence of local specialisation.30 The palace at Pylos
 monitored local conditions sufficiently closely to allow tax reductions, perhaps in
 recognition of services rendered to the centre, to particular community mem-
 bers31 and to record the identity of individuals expected to contribute (or excused
 from contributing) flax in respect of land which they held.32 Similarly, the palace
 at Knossos may have exacted modest quantities of certain aromatic plants in
 respect of land allocated to groups of men.33 For the most part, however, taxation
 was decentralised and the palace took no interest in the production of the relevant
 commodities.34 For example, well over a hundred toponyms are recorded in the
 Pylos archives and a similar number of settlement sites is known from archaeolo-
 gical reconnaissance within the probable territory of the palace,35 but the
 collection of taxes was organised by regional or local sub-centres.36 Finally,
 similarities between the different archives, in both the proportional assessment of
 commodities37 and the method of book-keeping,38 suggest that it is valid to treat
 the Mycenaean palaces of mainland Greece and Crete as essentially similar
 institutions.
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 Fig. 1 The Mycenaean palatial economy: principal transactions attested by archival
 evidence.

 2. Agricultural production

 The archives are most informative on livestock, listing large numbers of goats,
 pigs, cattle (including working oxen), horses, donkeys and especially sheep.39 It is
 clear that most of these animals were not 'owed' or 'paid' to the palace but were
 in some way directly controlled or owned by the palace.40 For example, the
 Knossos archives record some 80,000-100,000 sheep, of which more than 60,000
 were kept for wool production.41 About one-third of these wool sheep (those
 assigned to the high-ranking 'collectors')42 may have been subject to some form of
 shared ownership or control, but the palace centrally directed stock replenish-
 ment from separate breeding flocks and centrally set and monitored production
 targets in wool and lambs.43

 Although the archives are substantially less informative on crops than lives-
 tock, the absence of reference to pulses is surprising.44 The grain crops mentioned
 are 'wheat' and 'barley', but the latter is recorded in relatively small amounts and
 mostly occurs as religious offerings.45 Moreover, records of 'wheat' must surely
 refer either to free-threshing wheat (presumably bread wheat) or to glume wheat
 (emmer or einkorn): as the former was apparently stored as free grain and the
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 THE MYCENAEAN PALATIAL ECONOMY 61

 latter in the much bulkier form of partially threshed spikelets,46 it is implausible
 that volume measurements of the two types were not distinguished.47 Thus
 palatial interest in grain crops was highly specialised.48
 'Wheat' is documented in substantial quantities and, although some records

 almost certainly represent measurements of land area,49 others represent issues or
 receipts of grain and a few records of receipts refer to harvesting.50 Evidently the
 palace was directly involved in the production of at least some wheat. The palace
 also kept records of orchards (apparently including 'nurseries'), noting both the
 area of land and the number of vines and figs planted in such detail as to suggest
 palatial ownership,51 while the association of some substantial olive receipts with
 'wheat' harvest records suggests central involvement in this aspect of agricultural
 production too.52 Whereas palatial livestock (particularly wool sheep) were
 widely distributed within the territory of each palace, however, palatial agricul-
 ture seems to have been strongly concentrated in the vicinity of the palaces and of
 major sub-centres.53

 3. Maintenance of palace staff

 The archives document two rather different forms of support to palatial staff:
 fully-dependent (and presumably full-time) servants and craft-workers were
 supported directly by the issue of food rations,54 while semi-dependent senior
 officials and skilled craftsmen were supported indirectly with allocations of
 land.55 At Pylos, the number of palatial dependents may have totalled ca. 4,000,
 of whom about one-third (including female textile workers and palace servants),
 drew food rations and two-thirds (including bronzesmiths, soldiers, hunters and
 planters) received land allocations.56 In addition, officials may have been allo-
 cated particular types of cloth or skin as a mark of their rank.57

 4. Craft production

 Both fully- and semi-dependent craft-workers worked under the 'tarasija' system,
 receiving measured supplies of raw materials from the palaces and being set
 centrally regulated production targets. Goods produced under this system, which
 involved a very high level of specialisation,58 included bronzes, chariots, textiles
 and probably weapons, furniture, leather items and perfumed olive oil.59 Other
 crafts, represented by archival references to the relevant specialists, include the
 working of gold and glass-paste.60 The palaces kept inventories of their stockpiles
 of finished craft goods or 'treasury'.61

 In addition to these four types of transaction, the Linear B archives document
 religious offerings originating in the palaces62 and also record divine or religious
 property63 and probably monitor offerings originating outside the palatial
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 system.64 The sanctuaries so documented were evidently under palatial control,65
 however, and transactions involving them are treated here as an integral
 component of the palatial economy.66 These transactions take three principal
 forms, each of which has already been documented within the palatial economy:
 first, offerings, land allowances and rations given to the gods and to their priests
 presumably supported religious specialists and their subordinate staff;67 secondly,
 issues of subsistence rations and raw materials supported further craft produc-
 tion;68 thirdly, land belonging to a particular deity or sanctuary was allocated to
 craft specialists and other personnel in return for both agricultural produce and
 service.69 For the sake of simplicity, therefore, religious offerings may be
 subsumed under the previous headings of 'agricultural production', 'maintenance
 of palace staff and 'craft production'. In addition, offerings directed by the
 palace to apparently distant sanctuaries may have served to channel some of the
 resources acquired through taxation back to the local communities.70 Some
 sanctuaries also seem to have been associated with festivals and, on such
 occasions, it is possible that meat from sacrificed animals was similarly
 redistributed.71

 Taken as a whole, the archives reveal three important characteristics of the
 documented palatial economy. First, the recurrent formula of assessment-
 payment-deficit (if any) and the frequent occurrence of deficits from the previous
 year72 show that the archives were, for the most part, annual records of regular,
 obligatory transactions.73 Secondly, the degree of palatial control over the
 economy was very variable, apparently ranging from decentralised taxation of a
 range of non-staples to centralised production of agricultural staples in the
 vicinity of major centres and sub-centres. Thirdly, the archives provide no
 information on the acquisition of several exotic raw materials used by palatial
 craft specialists, such as tin and ivory.74 Similarly, apart from a few religious
 offerings and some hints of allocations to high-ranking officials and diplomatic
 gifts,75 they shed little light on the disbursement of the finished products. These
 and other lacunae are to some extent redressed by the archaeological evidence.

 Archaeological evidence

 The remains of the palaces themselves confirm many of the general conclusions
 drawn from the archival evidence. The size and architectural sophistication of
 these complexes indicates the mobilisation both of a considerable labour force
 and of an impressive range of specialist skills. The contents of the constituent
 rooms confirm palatial involvement in large-scale storage, craft production and
 administration and demonstrate palatial incorporation of religious authority.76
 In addition, the archival evidence for palatial craft production has been con-
 firmed or elaborated by archaeological evidence: for stone and bronze working
 and the manufacture of perfumed oil in the palace at Pylos;77 for the working of
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 Fig. 2 The Mycenaean palatial economy: principal transactions attested by archaeological
 evidence.

 ivory, gold, copper, opal, steatite, quartz, rock crystal and glass at Mycenae;78 for
 the working of gold, rock crystal, lapis lazuli, onyx, agate, ivory and perhaps
 glass at Thebes;79 and for the manufacture of stone vases and of stone and gold
 seals at Knossos.80

 Archaeological evidence also serves to document three important types of
 transaction on which the archives are more or less silent.

 1 . Disbursement of palatial craft goods

 Ornaments of metal, semi-precious stone and glass-paste, such as were made in
 the workshops of the palaces at Mycenae and Thebes, have been widely found in
 tombs in southern Greece,81 suggesting that these percolated at least some way
 down from the highest echelons of palatial society.82 The same is true of small,
 fine-ware stirrup-jars,83 suitable for holding perfumed oil.84 In addition, the
 numerous stirrup-jars of Aegean origin found particularly in the east Mediterra-
 nean85 presumably carried perfumed oil made in palatial workshops. Palatial
 textiles are much less amenable to archaeological preservation, but earlier
 Minoan examples may well be depicted in Egyptian wall paintings.86
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 2. Non-palatial production

 The palace at Pylos consumed huge quantities of plain cooking and table ware,
 apparently from more than one source,87 as well as containers for perfumed oil
 and wine and a variety of very fine vessels used in elite contexts. Potters are
 scarcely mentioned in the archives,88 however, so much of the abundant pottery
 found in the palaces was presumably made in the non-palatial sector.
 Bio-archaeological studies also demonstrate the relatively diverse nature of
 non-palatial agriculture. Whereas the archives are overwhelmingly concerned
 with one type of wheat, charred crop remains from non-palatial contexts point to
 a wide range of pulses and cereals (including both free-threshing and glume
 wheats). Since charred remains from palatial assemblages are equally diverse, it
 seems that a range of seed crops produced in the non-palatial sector was imported
 to the palaces.89 Similarly, the limited archaeozoological evidence from both
 palatial and non-palatial contexts indicates a more balanced mixture of domestic
 animals than do the archives with their heavy emphasis on sheep90 and this
 discrepancy implies that the palaces either exported large numbers of sheep or
 imported substantial numbers of cattle, goats and pigs. Finally, the number and
 size of settlements revealed by archaeological surface reconnaissance indicates
 that the palatial dependents recorded in the archives were just a small fraction of
 the available regional labour force.91

 3. Long-distance 'trade'

 Archaeological finds have confirmed and elaborated the range of exotic raw
 materials known to have been used by palatial craftsmen, while archaeometry is
 beginning to clarify the source of some of these imports.92 Archaeometry also
 demonstrates the movement between different regions of Greece of large, coarse-
 ware stirrup-jars, presumably carrying unperfumed oil for use in the palatial
 workshops.93 Finds of both exotic raw materials and coarse-ware stirrup-jars are
 strongly concentrated in the major palatial centres, suggesting a pre-eminent role
 for the palace in such transactions,94 while the hoard of oriental seals from
 Thebes and faience tiles with pharaonic cartouches from Mycenae confirm the
 archival hints that at least some of these transactions took the form of diplomatic
 gifts.95 Excavations of shipwrecks show that single vessels of very modest size
 could have carried the small quantities of imports actually documented,96 while
 even the most impressive concentration of Aegean pottery found in the east
 Mediterranean could have been introduced by the odd diplomatic mission.97 The
 striking artistic and architectural similarities between palaces and elite tombs
 from different regions of Greece98 also indicate the movement of 'master
 craftsmen' between different polities and this too may have taken place in the
 context of diplomatic exchanges.99
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 Comparison of the archival and archaeological evidence suggests that a wide
 range of agricultural and craft production took place outside palatial control and
 that a range of commodities entered or left the palaces without being recorded by
 the Linear B bureaucracy. If, as has been suggested, Linear B was primarily used
 to monitor the fulfilment of regular obligations, these unrecorded flows of
 commodities may well represent irregular, non-obligatory transactions. The
 layout of the palace at Pylos may shed some light on how these transactions took
 place. The archive rooms 7-8 were located at the 'tradesman's entrance' through
 which outsiders could have gained access to a courtyard and thence to the throne
 room itself.100 Adjacent to the archive rooms was a 'waiting room' with an
 attached pantry containing perhaps 500-600 plain-ware drinking cups.101 The
 number and simplicity of these cups hints at some form of widespread hospita-
 lity102 and so at direct palatial interaction with a significant number of fairly low-
 ranking persons. Since most redistributive transactions were conducted through
 administrative sub-centres or supervising officals,103 these plain cups perhaps
 indicate a mask of gift exchange for subjects seeking an audience in connection
 with irregular, non-obligatory transactions.
 Archaeological evidence is also the principal source of information on some

 important diachronic developments,104 such as the long-term changes in palatial
 provision for bulk storage105 and the progressive concentration of craft produc-
 tion at the palatial centres.106

 Analogy with present-day rural economy

 Consideration of present-day rural economy suggests possible additional insights
 into three aspects of palatial agricultural economy: cereal production, sheep
 raising, and agricultural risk and risk-buffering.

 1 . Cereal production

 It has been argued elsewhere that the heavy predominance of cereals over pulses
 in recent Greek agriculture partly reflects the concern of farmers, who are
 producing on a large scale to supply urban markets, to avoid the higher labour
 costs of growing pulse crops.107 Conversely, the relatively even representation of
 cereals and pulses in the archaeobotanical record for Neolithic and Bronze Age
 Greece suggests the prevalence of more intensive methods (including cereal/pulse
 rotation) consistent with cultivation on a small scale.108 On this basis, the
 contrasting archaeobotanical and archival evidence from the Late Bronze Age
 suggests the prevalence of 'small-holding' in the non-palatial sector, with the
 palaces specialising in the production of 'wheat' on extensively farmed 'estates'.109
 This is consistent with the discovery of weed seeds reminiscent of extensive field
 agriculture in two samples of grain from palatial Mycenae110 and with a weed
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 Fig. 3 The Mycenaean palatial economy: principal transactions attested by analogical
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 flora more suggestive of garden cultivation in the large grain-storage complex at
 non-palatial Assiros Toumba in northern Greece.111 This suggested contrast
 between palatial and non-palatial land-use could potentially be tested by further
 studies of the weeds of Late Bronze Age crops.112

 The key to surplus production with extensive methods lies not in securing high
 yields per unit area, but in farming large areas with low inputs of human
 labour.113 The archives certainly document some substantial palatial land-
 holdings. At Pylos, for example, the royal temenos of perhaps 15 ha. ( GRA 30)
 and the 5-ha ( GRA 10) holding of the lawagetas114 are large enough to warrant
 extensive methods of farming.115 Plough animals are critical to extensive agricul-
 ture, allowing large areas to be tilled and sown with a small human labour force,
 and the Knossos archives record palatial control of several dozen pairs of
 working oxen.116 At Pylos, records of working oxen have not been found,117 but
 individual palatial estates (both secular and religious) amounted to various
 multiples of 5 ha. ( GRA IO),118 and 5 ha. is approximately the area which can be
 ploughed each winter by one pair of oxen.119

 In traditional extensive agriculture, fallowing plays an important role in weed
 control,120 avoiding the need for a large human labour force, and also provides an
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 THE MYCENAEAN PALATIAL ECONOMY 67

 opportunity for grazing animals to manure the fields. In the Knossos archives,
 areas of high arable potential such as the Mesara plain are associated not only
 with the largest numbers of sheep but also with the largest individual flocks.121
 Since these sheep all effectively 'belonged' to the palace, flock size was probably
 determined by the size of the parcels of pasture land on which they were grazed.122
 The association of large flocks with areas of high arable potential, therefore,
 suggests the existence of large blocks of fallow available for grazing. The
 association of cereals and olives in harvest records from Knossos123 is also

 compatible with this suggestion, as a cereal/fallow rotation integrates well with
 the intercropping of cereals and olives.124

 The large harvests recorded in the archives are also compatible with extensive
 estate agriculture. Even the massive ca. 800-ton 'wheat' harvest from Dawo in the
 Mesara plain125 could plausibly represent the total yield from less than 1,000 ha.
 (2,000 ha. with alternate fallow),126 requiring the use of less than 200 pairs of
 oxen.127 These estimates of both land and working oxen are not inconceivable for
 a major palatial estate or perhaps group of estates.,128

 On the other hand, the Dawo harvest is most unlikely to represent a levy on
 non-palatial agriculture. For example, a 'tithe' (i.e. one-tenth levy)129 would
 imply the harvest of 'wheat' fields covering ca. 10,000 ha. With regular fallowing
 or intercropping with olives, this figure could rise to 20,000 ha. or more, an area
 equivalent to the whole Mesara plain.130 Whereas palatial agriculture was highly
 specialised in 'wheat', however, the archaeobotanical evidence suggests that, in
 non-palatial agriculture, 'wheat' occupied only a minority of the area sown in
 cereal and pulse crops. As a tithe just on non-palatial ' wheať production,
 therefore, the Dawo harvest would have been collected from perhaps the whole of
 central Crete -an implausibly large area.131

 Thus there is persuasive, if indirect, evidence that the palaces produced 'wheat'
 on large, extensively farmed estates.132 While the use of oxen for ploughing and
 the substitution of fallowing in the place of manual weeding may have minimised
 the amount of human labour needed during winter and spring for 'wheat'
 growing, a massive labour force will still have been necessary in early summer for
 reaping and subsequent processing of the harvest. The Dawo 'wheat' harvest will
 have entailed something in the order of 20,000 man-days just for reaping,133 and
 perhaps as much again for stooking, transporting, threshing and winnowing.134
 Moreover, if only one type of wheat was involved and if it was indeed produced
 within just part of the Mesara plain, the crop will all have ripened more or less
 simultaneously and the period available for reaping will have been very brief. The
 palace of Knossos could certainly have mustered a harvest gang of, say, 1,000
 reapers for 20 days, by mobilising much of its dependent workforce.135 There is no
 hint of this arrangement in the archival records of dependent personnel, however,
 suggesting that harvesting and processing labour may have been drawn from
 outside the palace's dependent workforce.136
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 2. Sheep raising

 The palace of Knossos controlled 60,000 or more wool sheep. By analogy with
 English medieval sources, Killen has argued that these sheep would have been
 replaced at about 5-6 years of age,137 implying an annual replacement rate of ca.
 17-20% or an annual total of at least 10,000-12,000 new wool sheep. These
 expectations are remarkably close to the 19% incidence of 'yearlings' (pe lambs)
 in flock records which make this distinction138 and to the 1 1,900 lambs (ne rams)
 recorded at Amnisos.139 The ratio of males to females in the wool flocks is ca. 8 :

 l,140 compared with a ratio of ca. 1 : 1 among new-born lambs. On this basis, the
 10,000-12,000 yearlings drafted into the wool flocks each year imply some 20,000
 breeding ewes.141 This is substantially more than the number of breeding ewes
 actually recorded and could reflect particularly poor preservation of breeding
 flock records142 or, perhaps, a substantial contribution to the replenishment of
 palatial wool flocks from the non-palatial sector.

 Something like 10,000-12,000 sheep must also have been removed from the
 Knossos wool flocks each year, either dying or being culled. The number of sheep
 recorded as missing (ö) or old (pa )143 amounts to only a small fraction of this
 total,144 perhaps because the annual culling and flock replenishment took place at
 the time of an earlier (autumn) census and so do not feature in the surviving
 records apparently compiled in spring.145 Conversely, the Pylos archives dealing
 with palatial wool flocks do record the collection of large numbers of old sheep
 and their replacement with young stock.146 Neither archive, however, reveals
 what happened to the culled wool sheep. An annual consumption of 10,000-
 12,000 sheep (documented natural mortality is very low) by the Knossos elite or
 the gods would be an impressive achievement, rendered even more improbable by
 the considerable number of bulls, sheep and fattened pigs also destined for
 sacrifice or elite feasting.147 Redistribution of these sheep to the palace's depen-
 dent workforce would surely have been registered in the detailed ration docu-
 ments. The transfer of substantial numbers of culled wool sheep (or substantial
 quantities of mutton) to the non-palatial sector is arguably the most likely
 outcome and, as has already been noted, is consistent with the available faunai
 evidence.

 3. Agricultural risk and risk-buffering

 Agricultural yields are inevitably variable and, in the semi-arid south of Greece,
 farmers will periodically have faced serious shortfalls of staple crops. In recent
 times, farmers in Greece have taken a variety of measures to cushion themselves
 against shortage, such as growing a range of crops with different climatic
 tolerances, overproduction of staples and storage of the resultant surplus,
 building up a small herd ('animal capital') to be sold in time of need, and the
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 THE MYCENAEAN PALATIAL ECONOMY 69

 exchange of cash crops, craft goods or labour for staples.148 Late Bronze Age
 farmers in the non-palatial sector may well have grown a range of different crops
 and kept a mixture of livestock,149 but other traditional methods of risk-buffering
 may have been curtailed by the palaces. The palaces may, by controlling land,
 have restricted the opportunities for ordinary farmers to overproduce and, by
 consuming significant quantities of cereals and pulses produced in the non-
 palatial sector, will have reduced the potential for domestic storage of surplus.
 The massive sheep flocks run by the palaces will have competed with household
 flocks for herding labour and pasture150 and may also have drawn heavily on the
 non-palatial sector for their replenishment. Production of some craft goods,
 notably ceramics, took place in the non-palatial sector, but the more specialised
 crafts seem to have been a palatial monopoly151 and the palaces must also have
 used considerable external labour for harvesting, crop processing and herding.
 With domestic buffering mechanisms so thoroughly undermined by the palatial
 economy, the survival of ordinary farmers through bad harvests must surely have
 depended on assistance from the central authorities.
 Central provision of relief is not directly attested in the archives, but at

 Knossos documented income of harvested 'wheat' exceeds documented outgo-
 ings in rations to permanent craft-workers and servants.152 Although both sets of
 figures are incomplete, cereals and pulses 'imported' from the non-palatial sector
 may have boosted central grain supplies significantly and so the palace may well
 have had the capacity to supply subsistence relief in the form of grain. The
 thousands of sheep culled each year from the wool flocks could also have
 contributed to the relief of shortage: livestock can be moved to where food is
 needed more easily than grain, and sheep are particularly valuable in this respect
 because of the high fat content of mutton.153 If the use of mutton as the main
 source of calories requires the slaughter of ca. 20 sheep/person/year,154 10,000
 culled wool sheep could have fed something like 500 people for a year or 2000 for
 3 months and so could have made a significant contribution to subsistence
 relief.155

 Recipients of subsistence relief may have 'repaid' the palace with other
 commodities, such as metal, linen or oil (see below), or with labour. Some of the
 long-term obligations of service recorded in the archives may ultimately have
 been incurred in this way,156 while temporary labour services may have been
 provided to the palace in return, perhaps, for more modest assistance. For
 example, in addition to the regular issue of rations to full-time palatial
 employees, rations were provided to others on an ad hoc basis in return for
 services rendered to the palace.157 It has also been argued that additional,
 seasonal labour was needed to harvest the palatial 'wheat' crop. If such work was
 rewarded in kind in the field or at the threshing floor, the palace 'harvest' records
 might represent grain brought into store after deduction of harvesting costs.158
 Any grain issued in this way would not feature in recorded disbursements from
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 palatial stores. Alternatively, recipients of relief may have worked for the palace
 for a whole year as shepherds. Shepherds may have been unusual among
 dependent palatial personnel in receiving neither food rations nor allocations of
 land.159 Moreover, lambing and wool production targets set for palatial flocks
 make no allowance for inevitable fluctuations in yields,160 suggesting that
 shepherds may have been expected to make up deficits from their own livestock.
 Since shepherds apparently stood only to lose from taking on such herding
 'contracts', it is plausible that they were working off obligations to the palace.161

 Synthesis : patterns of exchange in the Mycenaean palatial economy

 Evidence, direct or indirect, has been adduced for the movement of a variety of
 goods and services to, from and within the Mycenaean palatial economy.

 1 . Within the palatial sector

 The archives record direct palatial production of agricultural staples or raw
 materials, notably of 'wheat', olives, figs, grapes and wool; the issuing of rations
 to low-ranking servants and artisans; the issuing of raw materials to palatial
 workshops and subsequent collection of the finished products. Linear B records
 of these transactions monitor the assessment and fulfilment of redistributive

 obligations to or from the centre.

 2. Between the palace and other polities

 The import of raw materials for the palatial workshops and export of the finished
 products are not documented in Linear B and so probably represent irregular,
 opportunistic transactions. There are hints in the archives that some of these craft
 goods may have been classified as 'guest gifts', but it is clear from Near Eastern
 diplomatic correspondence of the period that quite hard-nosed exchanges of
 commodities could be dressed up as elite gift exchange.162 It is likely that, in one
 guise or another, palatial craft goods were exchanged in return for imported raw
 materials.

 3. Between the palace and the non-palatial sector

 Documented transactions, in fulfilment of regular obligations, include the
 decentralised collection of taxes in non-staple commodities, grants of land and
 records of service. In some cases, service to the palace is linked to grants of land
 or to tax allowances for the community concerned.163 Undocumented transac-
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 Fig. 4 The Mycenaean palatial economy: principal transactions attested by archival,
 archaeological and analogical evidence.

 tions (presumably not in fulfilment of regular obligations) arguably included the
 flow to the palace of agricultural labour, staples and relatively unspecialised craft
 goods and the reciprocal movement to the non-palatial sector of specialised craft
 goods and subsistence relief. Whatever the overt form of these transactions (there
 are hints of some ceremony from the Pylos pantries), it again seems likely that the
 palace gave out prestige and subsistence goods in return for goods and services
 received from the non-palatial sector. Some empirical support for this suggestion
 is provided by two possible references to the palace buying linen textiles with
 'wheat' and bronze respectively164 and buying alum with wool, wine etc.165 The
 relative rarity of these purchase records should not be taken as an indication that
 such transactions were exceptional. Although all the Linear B clay tablets were
 temporary documents, most regular redistributive transactions may have been
 more or less permanently represented in the archives - either by temporary
 records of assessments or by periodically updated records of payments and
 outstanding debts.166 If purchase transactions were irregular, however, they may
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 only have been recorded where the purchasing office had to authorise another
 office to make the appropriate payment.167 In this case, surviving purchase
 records may be restricted to transactions which were actually taking place at the
 time of the destruction of the palaces.

 4. Within the non-palatial sector

 Widespread exchange within the non-palatial sector is implied by the ubiquitous
 distribution of wheel-made pottery, surely the product of craft-specialists but not
 apparently made under palatial control. Household produce, both agricultural
 and craft, will surely have been exchanged within the non-palatial sector and
 palatial craft goods may also have circulated. At a local level, such transactions
 may have taken place on the basis of reciprocity, but the broad spatial
 distribution of weights within Late Bronze Age settlements, in domestic as well as
 palatial contexts, suggests an important role for exchange.168 Indeed, in the Pylos
 archives, the tax assessments of individual sub-centres included such small gnd
 disparate numbers of certain indivisible commodities (e.g. 17 pieces of commo-
 dity A, seven oxhides and four units of commodity E) that sharing of this burden
 may have been impracticable without some sort of prior exchange in different
 commodities among liable tax-payers.169

 Conclusions

 In conclusion, an attempt will be made to answer, in reverse order, the questions
 posed at the outset of this, paper.

 1 . Mobilisation and production of surplus

 The Mycenaean palaces were financed both directly, from the produce of
 extensively farmed estates controlled by the elite, and indirectly, by exchanging
 palatial craft goods for surplus produce from the non-palatial sector.

 2. Scope

 The palaces exercised only partial control over economic activity within their
 territories: the palaces directly controlled only a small fraction of the total labour
 force, palatial crop production was concentrated in the vicinity of major centres
 and sub-centres, and several commodities were only produced in the non-palatial
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 sector. Furthermore, exchange rather than redistribution seems to have been the
 basis on which many goods and services moved between the palatial and non-
 palatial sectors (and within the latter). Indeed there is an impressive amount of
 circumstantial evidence that the fixed proportions in which different commodities
 were taxed by the palaces encode a customary set of equivalences or exchange
 rate between staples (including grain) and valuables (including bronze).170 These
 equivalences, which were almost certainly not used in recorded redistributive
 transactions,171 presumably refer to the sphere of irregular, unrecorded
 exchanges. Fixed equivalences of value mean that the non-redistributive sphere
 of exchange was merely characterised by 'market elements', as has been suggested
 for second-millennium B.C. Mesopotamia, and not by price-making markets.172

 3. Currency

 Although the Linear B archives record an extreme form of staple finance,
 archaeological evidence suggests that wealth finance also played an important
 role: agricultural staples and prestige craft goods were exchanged between the
 palatial and non-palatial sectors, either directly for each other or indirectly in
 return for labour services. The concentration of major groups of fully dependent
 artisans at palaces and sub-centres,173 and so near to the palatial estates where
 bulky agricultural staples were produced, will have facilitated the distribution of
 rations and raw materials as well as the supervision of craft production. These
 artisans used raw materials (notably wool) from much further afield, and the
 palaces may have used their finished products to reward services from the whole
 of their dependent territories (below). Wealth finance may have played an
 important role, therefore, in the economic and political integration of an early
 state ill-equipped in terms of transport technology for the movement of bulky
 staple resources over long distances.174

 4. Type of redistribution

 The palatial taxation system, in which each community contributed the same
 commodities in the same proportions, is the exact opposite of classic redistribu-
 tion or 'pooling'. Such indications of geographical specialisation as exist seem to
 reflect differential treatment, for administrative convenience, of core and peri-
 pheral districts rather than exploitation of local variation in the availability of
 resources.175 The overt (i.e. archivally documented) function of palatial redistri-
 bution was the mobilisation of resources for the benefit of the palatial elite and its
 officers and servants, but there is circumstantial evidence that mobilisation was
 combined with a different form of pooling - the provision of subsistence relief.176
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 The picture of palatial economy which is beginning to emerge is a complex one:
 centrally directed economic activity co-existed with a non-palatial sector, redistri-
 bution with reciprocity and exchange {not true market exchange), and staple
 finance with wealth finance. As in the Near East, recent emphasis on the
 redistributive nature of Bronze Age economy must be modified,177 though this
 should not be taken as licence to return to modern capitalist commerce as a
 model for the Aegean palaces.178
 This paper has principally been concerned with reconstructing palatial econ-

 omy, that is with identifying the direction, content and institutional context of
 transactions involving the palace. In conclusion, brief consideration will be given
 to the significance of these transactions.
 Palatial economic activity was to a large extent directed to the manufacture of

 fine craft goods and these in turn were used to acquire exotic raw materials (for
 further craft production) and to draw in staple resources from the local non-
 palatial sector of the economy. On the one hand, this upwards mobilisation of
 resources financed the palatial elite. On the other hand, the authority of the palace
 was reinforced by the exaction of taxes and was legitimated by three types of
 activity financed by palatial mobilisation - the performance of ritual, the giving
 of craft goods to reward service and the exchange of prestige goods as diplomatic
 gifts with foreign elites.
 Viewed from the bottom upwards, rather than top downwards, palatial
 mobilisation may also be seen in a rather different light. The palace provided its
 subject population with a source of subsistence relief in the event of shortage,
 with an opportunity to 'bank' unwanted surpluses and perhaps even with an
 incentive to increased production over normal subsistence needs. Palatial craft
 goods presumably circulated also within the non-palatial sector, being used to
 cement social alliances, to negotiate status and as tokens of value in the exchange
 of staples.179 In this respect, the palaces fulfilled a similar role to that played more
 recently by the market. In good years, recent Greek farmers have used the market
 to convert surplus staples or labour to the alternative (more durable or more
 exchangeable) form of livestock, land, money or consumer goods. These re-
 sources have been converted back to necessities in bad years.180 Late Bronze Age
 long-distance trade both secured raw materials for making tokens of value and
 served as an outlet for these tokens, and so inter alia played a regulatory function
 akin to the role of the international banking system and gold standard today.181
 The Mycenaean palaces were complex and multi-faceted institutions, fulfilling
 a number of functions. A full understanding of these institutions requires an
 exploration both of those functions which are expressly revealed in the palatial
 archives and of others which are not. To this end, some striking lacunae in the
 archives, exposed by consideration of archaeological evidence and of recent rural
 economy, have proved almost as informative as the Linear B texts themselves.

 PAUL HALSTEAD  UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
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 NOTES

 1 . The ultimate inspiration for this attempt to integrate written and material sources comes from the
 teaching of the late David Clarke. Particular thanks are due to John Killen for many years of patient
 advice on the mysteries of Linear B and Anthony Snodgrass for similar archaeological guidance. I am
 indebted to Gordon Hillman for advice on harvest scheduling and for sharing the results of his
 unpublished study of the Mycenae grain. For critical comments on earlier drafts of this paper, I am
 grateful to John Bennet, Keith Branigan, Yannis Hamilakis, Glynis Jones, John Killen, Chris Mee,
 Anthony Snodgrass and Tania Vaiamoti. John Cherry kindly pointed out that the original title of this
 paper contravened the Trade Descriptions Act!

 2. Finley 1957, 135.

 3. Polanyi 1957, 253-4; Killen 1985, 285.

 4. E.g. Finley 1957; Polanyi 1960.

 5. Renfrew 1972.

 6. Cf. Earle 1977.

 7. The form of redistribution envisaged for the Greek palaces by Renfrew (1972), in arguing that the
 heterogeneous environment of southern Greece favoured local agricultural specialisation and that the
 palatial elite emerged as redistributors of local products.

 8. E.g. Cherry 1978; Gilman 1981; Renfrew 1982.

 9. E.g. Earle 1977, 226; Earle and d'Altroy 1982, 271; Killen 1985, 284.

 10. E.g. Halstead and O'Shea 1982.

 11. Polanyi 1960.

 12. Brumfiel and Earle 1987.

 13. De Fidio 1982.

 14. Killen 1985, 284-5 n. 39.

 15. E.g. Sahlins 1974; O'Shea 1981.

 16. Finley 1957, 135.

 17. E.g. Blanton et al. 1981; Brumfiel and Earle 1987, 4.

 18. Renfrew 1982; Gamble 1982.

 19. Brumfiel and Earle 1987, 6; Hicks 1969, 21; also (for Late Bronze Age Greece) Halstead 1981a,
 332-3; Watrous 1984; cf. de Fidio 1987, 143.

 20. Allan 1965; Halstead 1989.

 21. E.g. Renfrew 1972; 1982.

 22. Renfrew 1972.

 23. Renfrew 1982.

 24. Halstead in press a.

 25. Also Bennet 1988, 22-5.

 26. The Linear B archives are thus much narrower in scope than many of their Near Eastern
 counterparts - Finley 1957.
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 27. De Fidio 1982; Killen 1985, 270-1. The commodities listed are associated with a-pu-do-si or some
 part of the verb (àno) Síôcopi, implying the fulfilment of obligatory payments -cf. Lejeune 1975.

 28. Killen 1983a; Uchitel 1984a.

 29. Wyatt 1966; Shelmerdine 1973; Olivier 1974; Lejeune 1979; de Fidio 1982.

 30. De Fidio 1982, 132-3. Even to the point that specialised metal-workers were taxed in hides and
 cloth - Lejeune 1979, 149.

 31. Lejeune 1975, 2.

 32. Foster 1981; Killen 1985, 247.

 33. The quantities exacted only account for a small fraction of the land allocated and so
 probably represent a tax rather than direct palace involvement in the cultivation of these plants -
 Foster 1977.

 34. Lejeune 1979, 149; also Morris 1986, 108.

 35. Chadwick 1972, 102; McDonald and Hope Simpson 1972, 141.

 36. Lejeune 1979.

 37. Olivier 1974.

 38. Lejeune 1975; also (on Thebes) Killen 1979a, 176.

 39. Ventris and Chadwick 1973, 195-213.

 40. Killen 1964.

 41. Killen 1964, 5 n. 23; Olivier 1967, 80.

 42. Olivier 1967, 80.

 43. Killen 1964.

 44. Ventris and Chadwick 1973, 131.

 45. Godart 1968; Cremona 1982.

 46. G. Jones 1984.

 47. Halstead in press a.

 48. This conclusion is equally valid if the identifications of Linear B 'wheat' and 'barley' are
 reversed (cf. Ventris and Chadwick 1973, 130) and is not significantly weakened if rare occurrences
 of 'flour' refer to bread wheat and not to a particular form of processed cereal (e.g. Cremona 1982,
 73 n. 1).

 49. This is particularly obvious in the case of plots planted in fruit trees -Duhoux 1974; also Killen
 1987.

 50. Godart 1968; Cremona 1982, 76-8.

 51. Ventris and Chadwick 1973, 272-ł; Hiller 1983; Killen 1987.

 52. Godart 1968. The association may also indicate that, while figs and vines were grown in dedicated
 orchards, olives were intercropped with cereals - Hiller 1983, 175-6.

 53. Around Pylos itself and, on Crete, around Knossos itself, Dawo (near the major sub-centre and
 once independent palace of Phaistos), Kydonia etc. - Killen 1985, 278-9; 1987, 177; Hiller 1988, 61; de
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 Fidio 1987; Bennet 1985, 246. The palace exploited more distant land-holdings indirectly , by levying
 taxes in 'cash-crops' such as flax.

 54. Killen 1984a, 58 n. 2.

 55. Finley 1957, 139; Killen 1985, 244-6. Contributions in kind might also be levied on land so
 allocated - Killen 1979b; Foster 1981.

 56. Hiller 1988, 53-68; Chadwick 1988.

 57. Killen 1985, 288 n. 47; de Fidio 1982, 134.

 58. E.g. Killen 1985, 285-6; 1979a.

 59. Killen 1985, 272-3.

 60. Morpurgo Davies 1979. On the identification of KÚavoç as glass-paste - Ventris and Chadwick
 1973, 340.

 61. Killen 1985, 253-4.

 62. E.g. Chadwick 1985.

 63. De Fidio 1977.

 64. E.g. oxen-Palaima 1989.

 65. Chadwick 1985, 200: 'The concentration of records in the palace clearly demonstrates that the
 secular power was dominant over the religious.'

 66. Cf. Killen 1985, 289: 'these religious interests are not only recorded by the palace, but are treated
 by it in precisely the same way as its "own" interests'.

 67. Chadwick 1985, 200; sacrifices, which are not specified but are implied by records of fattened oxen
 and pigs (Palaima 1989), could also have contributed to the maintenance of religious specialists.

 68. Chadwick 1985, 198, 200; Killen 1985, 295 n. 89; Shelmerdine 1985, 42; Tegyey 1984. At Knossos,
 a scribal office overseeing the manufacture of perfumed oil also administered the issuing of religious
 offerings - Foster 1977.

 69. Hiller 1988.

 70. De Fidio 1982, 134-5.

 71. Chadwick 1985, 201; Halstead in prep., on the faunai remains from excavations directed by J.
 Wright at Nemea-Tsoungiza.

 72. Killen 1984b.

 73. E.g. Killen 1963, 81. Rations were often issued on a monthly or daily basis (Chadwick 1988, 73-4)
 and some obligations to the palace seem to have been exacted on a three-yearly cycle (de Fidio 1977).

 74. Finley 1957, 135; Killen 1985, 265; Palaima 1991.

 75. Killen 1985, 263-4.

 76. E.g. Biegen and Rawson 1966; Iakovidis 1977.

 77. Room 55 -Biegen and Rawson 1966, 224; North-east workshop -Tegyey 1984; Morris 1986,
 134; Court 47 - Shelmerdine 1985, 61.

 78. House of Columns/Artisans - Mylonas 1966; Sakellarakis 1979, 17; Toumavitou 1988; Citadel
 House -Taylour 1969; Sakellarakis 1979, 19; House of Shields and House of Sphinxes - Sakellarakis
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 1979, 21-39. For the production of glass ornaments at Mycenae and Knossos, see Higgins 1980, 78-
 82; Foster 1979, 6. It is unclear where perfume was produced at Mycenae - Shelmerdine 1985, 53-5.

 79. Demakopoulou 1990; House of Kadmos - Keramopoullos 1930; Kordatzis and Koropoulis
 plots - Demakopoulou and Konsola 1981, 24, 50, 56; Tournavitou 1988.

 80. Warren 1967; Younger 1979.

 81. E.g. Cavanagh and Mee 1990, 57 Table 1, 59 Table 3.

 82. For the argument that chamber tombs catered for more than the upper echelons of Mycenaean
 society, see Mee and Cavanagh 1984.

 83. E.g. found at almost all Mycenaean sites (particularly tombs) in Attica - Stubbings 1947, 14, 24.

 84. Cook 1981; Shelmerdine 1985, 142-5.

 85. Stubbings 1951; Shelmerdine 1985, 142; for archaeometric confirmation that most 'Mycenaean'
 fine ware vessels in the east Mediterranean were made in southern mainland Greece, see R. E. Jones
 1986, 542-71.

 86. Wiener 1991, 329.

 87. Wright 1984, 23.

 88. E.g. Palaima 1989, 95.

 89. Halstead in press a.

 90. Shelmerdine 1981; Halstead in press a; Halstead in prep. (n. 71).

 91. In the case of Pylos, perhaps as little as 8% of the population and recorded land-holders well
 under 1% -Hiller 1988, 61-3. Moreover, many palatial 'dependents' were probably fulfilling part-
 time obligations of service.

 92. E.g. Gale 1991.

 93. Catling et al. 1980; Riley 1981. Also Shelmerdine 1985, 142-5; Haskell 1984.

 94. Keramopoullos 1930; Alexiou 1961; Killen 1985, 268; Wiener 1991; cf. Warren 1991. For Linear
 B evidence that the so-called merchants' houses outside the acropolis at Mycenae were palace offices,
 see Killen 1983b.

 95. Peltenberg 1991, 168.

 96. E.g. Bass 1967; 1986. The ton of copper carried on the Gelidonya vessel is equivalent to the weight
 of bronze recorded in the Pylos archives - Killen 1985, 266; the Ulu Burun ship carried five times the
 weight of bronze recorded at Pylos - Snodgrass 1991, 18.

 97. Hankey 1980.

 98. Cherry 1986; Cavanagh and Laxton 1981; also Ventris and Chadwick 1973, 110.

 99. Cf. Zaccagnini 1987, 59-60. For possible exchanges of this type between Greece and the east
 Mediterranean, see Peltenberg 1991.

 100. Palaima and Wright 1985.

 101. Biegen and Rawson 1966, 102, 105.

 102. Or feasting- Morris 1986, 141-4.

 103. Indeed, in addition to control by higher palatial officials, some industrial work groups seem to
 have included a low-ranking supervisor (in receipt of DA or TA ration supplements) - Killen 1968.
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 104. Bennet 1988, 37-40.

 105. Halstead 1981b; Moody 1987; Branigan 1987; 1988.

 106. E.g. Wright 1984; also Killen 1984a, 53-61.

 107. Halstead 1987; Halstead and Jones 1989.

 108. Halstead 1981a; in press b.

 109. Halstead in press a.

 1 10. Hillman in press; pers. comm. But see Halstead in press a, n. 117, for a cautionary note on this
 writer's use of Hillman's observations.

 111. G. Jones in press.

 1 12. Most published archaeobotanical reports amalgamate the data from coeval samples, preventing
 analysis of the association between particular crops and particular weeds and indeed making it
 impossible to determine whether wild species have arrived on site as crop weeds.

 113. E.g. Bayliss-Smith 1982.

 114. Duhoux 1974, 28.

 115. E.g. Halstead 1987, 84 n. 49. Cf. the suggestion of a normative allocation of land for the support
 of an individual family of DA 1 (ca. 0.5 ha.) - Duhoux 1974, 37; in the recent past, holdings of this size
 have typically been worked by hand - Halstead 1987, 84 n. 49.

 116. Ventris and Chadwick 1973, 212.

 117. Although the palace retained the services of a large number of ox-herds, arguably exceeding the
 number needed to look after bulls destined for sacrifice - Palaima 1989, 100, 115.

 118. De Fidio 1977.

 1 19. Allowing ca. 5 ha. of winter cereals (plus 5 ha. of fallow) per pair of oxen - Halstead 1987, 84 n.
 49; unpublished field notes. There is circumstantial Linear B evidence for the same relationship of 2
 oxen : 5 ha. (10 GRA) -de Fidio 1982, 124.

 120. Halstead 1987, 82; Halstead and Jones 1989, 49-50.

 121. Olivier 1967, 86.

 122. E.g. Halstead in press c.

 123. Godart 1968, 60. The association between cereals and olives is further underlined by that
 between figs and vines in orchard records - Hiller 1983, 176.

 124. E.g. Forbes 1982.

 125. Chadwick 1976, 117-18.

 126. Halstead 1981a, 318; for comparable figures arrived at by a different route, see Duhoux 1974, 33.

 127. Above (n. 1 19).

 128. By way of comparison, the average extent of 54 'chiflik' estates in Thessaly, expropriated by the
 Greek state between 1907 and 1914, was ca. 2,000 ha. and individual estates of ca. 500 ha. seem to
 have been commonplace in the early twentieth century - Vergopoulos 1975, 169, 178. A 'typical'
 wheat-producing estate in seventeenth-century Macedonia covered ca. 500 ha. of cultivated land and
 was worked by ca. 50 ploughmen - Moskof 1979, 60-2.

 129. The absence of records of assessments and deficits (Godart 1968) precludes a fixed-sum tax.
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 130. The Mesara plain covers 22,500 ha. - Duhoux 1974, 33. For the prevalence of the one-tenth tax
 in antiquity, see A. H. M. Jones 1974, 178.

 131. Implausible both because of the distances involved and because of the existence of other sub-
 centres where much of this produce could more easily have been collected. Conversely, a tithe levied
 on all non-palatial grain crops but paid in 'wheat' would have demanded complex administrative
 procedures of which there is no trace in the archives.

 132. Further such estates may be indicated by Knossos records of groups of working oxen at second-
 and third-order centres in central and western Crete - Bennet 1985, 246.

 133. At 0.05 ha. per man-day. With modern iron sickles, a rate of 0.1 ha. per man-day may be
 optimistic - Halstead and Jones 1989, 47; Halstead unpublished field notes; experimental data suggest
 a much slower rate of ca. 0.1 ha per 20 man-hours with primitive bronze sickles - Russell 1988, 116
 Table 20.

 134. These costs are more variable than those of reaping: transport costs depend on the distance
 between field and place of storage, while the labour costs of winnowing and threshing depend on the
 availability of suitable weather - Halstead and Jones 1989, 47-9.

 135. The palace at Knossos recorded the issuing of rations to at least 2,000 persons and received
 enough grain to support at least 4,000 persons year round -Godart 1968, 63. Note that the figure of
 20,000 man-days does not include the labour costs of transporting and processing the Dawo crop, or
 of harvesting on any other palatial estates.

 136. Halstead in press a; Uchitel 1984a.

 137. Killen 1963, 87.

 138. Killen 1963, 88.

 139. Olivier 1967, 81-2.

 140. Olivier 1967, 82 n. 21.

 141. On the 100% lambing rate expected in the Knossos 'DI' lambing records - Killen 1963, 78.

 142. Killen 1964, 13 n. 63b; cf. an estimated 80% survival rate for other wool flock records at
 Knossos - Olivier 1967, 80.

 143. See Killen 1963 for the meaning of o and pa.

 144. Killen 1963, 89; Olivier 1967, 83 n. 21; Olivier 1988.

 145. Godart 1977, 39-40.

 146. Godart 1977, 36-8.

 147. E.g. Palaima 1989, 104-10; Killen in press a.

 148. Forbes 1982; 1976; 1989; Halstead 1990; Gallant 1991.

 149. Bio-archaeological evidence suggests diversity in both crops and livestock at a site level, but
 there is little information available at the level of the individual household - Halstead in press a.

 150. Chang and Koster 1986.

 151. Killen 1985, 252.

 152. Godart 1968, 62.

 153. Dahl and Hjort 1976; Redding 1984. Lean meat is of negligible (or even negative) value as a
 famine food-Speth and Spielmann 1983.
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 154. Dahl and Hjort 1976, 220. This figure ignores the size, age, sex and nutritional status of the sheep
 concerned, but may suffice for an order-of-magnitude estimate.

 155. Cf. suggestions that underground storage silos ('koulouras') at the early (Minoan) palaces of
 Knossos and Phaistos could have held enough grain to provide one year's subsistence for 800 and 300
 persons respectively - Branigan 1987; Wiener 1991, 332 and 342 n. 6.

 1 56. E.g. dependent workers described as do-e-ro/do-e-ra (who could be bought) may by analogy with
 Near Eastern archives have been such 'depressed' members of society - Killen 1979b.

 157. Chadwick 1988, 90.

 158. For other possible payments in kind, see Killen 1988, 183 n. 36.

 159. Hiller 1988, 61. The few 'shepherds' with land allocations recorded in the Pylos archive perhaps
 played a supervisory role -Foster 1981, 98-106.

 160. E.g. the normal lambing target of 1 lamb/ewe/year (Killen 1963, 78) is likely to have been met
 only in good years.

 161. There are also possible indications at Pylos that herding 'contracts' were renewed annually
 (Killen in press b), in contrast with the apparently longer-term relationship between the palace and
 other categories of dependent personnel, such as groups of women with children - Chadwick 1988;
 Hiller 1988; Killen 1966; 1981; cf. de Fidio 1987, 138; Uchitel 1984b.

 162. Keramopoullos 1930; Renfrew 1972, 472; Killen 1985, 262-3; Zaccagnini 1987; cf. Snodgrass
 1991, 16-17; Peltenberg 1991.

 163. Hiller 1988; Killen 1985, 244; Lejeune 1975, 2; Foster 1981; Killen 1983a.

 164. Killen 1988, 181-3.

 165. Godart et al. 1979.

 166. E.g. Killen 1984b.

 167. This interpretation is consistent with the content of the extant 'purchase' documents, which
 detail the amounts of each commodity to be paid out, but only record the identity (not quantity) of
 the commodity purchased. For a discussion of the movement of scribes and records within the palace
 at Pylos, see Palaima and Wright 1985.

 168. Mikhailidhou 1990.

 169. Lejeune 1979, 149.

 170. For example, the implied exchange rates between grain, sheep, cattle and bronze are paralleled
 both in the bronze age Near East and in early historical Greece and Rome -de Fidio 1982.

 171. Deficits were separately recorded for each taxed commodity, and there is no indication that a
 shortfall in one commodity could be made up by an extra contribution in another - Killen 1984b.

 172. Polanyi 1957, 254-5; Renger 1984.

 173. More marked in the case of Pylos than of Knossos - Killen 1984a, 53-61.

 174. Cf. Earle and d'Altroy 1982.

 175. Above (n. 30); also Godart 1977, 38; Bennet 1985, 240; Killen 1984a, 55-60; Halstead in press a;
 pace Palaima 1989, 114.

 176. Also some evidence that, through the second millennium BC, mobilisation increased in
 importance at the expense of the provision of subsistence relief- above (n. 105).
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 177. Also Sherratt and Sherratt 1991, 352-3.

 178. Cf. Warren 1991.

 179. Cf. O'Shea 1981.

 180. Halstead 1990.

 181 . Cf. O'Shea 1981, esp. 178-9. The qualitative importance of long-distance trade, for the supply of
 prestige goods (Sherratt and Sherratt 1991) and exchangeable tokens, is not in conflict with the
 argument that such exchange was quantitatively of limited significance (Snodgrass 1991) and afforded
 few opportunities for independent merchants (cf. Warren 1991).
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